Gary Alton  
Kellie Anderson  
Calvin Austin  
Sean Banks

Steven Beals  
Don Beaton  
Channing Bordeaux

Nicholas Boshears  
Michael Bosley

Steven Braudt  
Andrew Campanella  
Joseph Canova

John Carlin  
Marc Carlson  
James Chadney  
Richard Chambers
Jamie Clark
Daniel Cobb
Michel Coneyac
Jeffrey Cundith

Chris deWilde
Brian Dix
Dale Durfee

Thomas Dutoit
John Dykes Jr.

Les Engle
Christopher Evans
Matthew Fenn

Robert Field
Brian Fortune
Marshal Greenup
Thomas Gremmels
"Our mission lies before us; a victory at our grasp. We have yet to meet a challenge that we cannot overcome; we have yet to face a battle whose victory was not our own."

Jerry C. Windle
Brian Nelson
George Puentes
Patric Rawlins
Dean Riley

Marcee Raggow
Dillon Sanders
Jennifer Schumacher

Gerrod Seifert
Alan Shoup

David Soriano
John Stephen

Timothy Stephenson
Anthony Stohl
Jon Stueve
Scott Sullivan
LEVEL:

Anthony Alleman
Timothy Allen
Alan Arceneaux
Shawn Augustine

Andrew Beebe
Derek Bevans

Judy Buldoc
Tom Cothurn
Patricia Day

Brian Delp
Ken Danovich

Michael Duszynski
Robert Eckles
William Frey
Anthony Gascon
Star Fleet Lt. Marc McGowan supervised the extensive training of USS OREGON STATE'S Weapon's Department. The department has trained for many star dates to master the many facets of the Weapon's Systems on board. Starfleet Command has been impressed by the department's ability to professionally operate the warfare equipment on board Oregon State.
This starfleet crew member entertains the "rookies" with an impression of the chicken people from the Fowl Star System

Daniel Christofferson
Joseph Chua

Karla Abreu
David Alldridge
Samuel Asbury
Kris Becker

William Becker
Joseph Betschart

Matt Biondi
Charles Burk

Robert Carlston
John Carlstrom
One crew member diligently works on his celestial navigation project, which he hopes will some day be used to pave new ways to untouched galaxies.

John Cooper
Carl Crabtree

John Crisp
John Darrell

James Debord
Michael Farace

Theresa Fitzgerald
Susan Franks

Max Galeal
Quinton Hamel

Kenneth Henrichsen
Carl Hoy

Ronald Johnson
David Lewis
The captain attempts the backhanded "B ball in the corner pocket" shot. After a long day of roaming around the galaxy, the USS OREGON STATE's captain needs a break.
DT Commander casts a glance and at one of the members of the drill team as he enters the Drill Team Study Session. Our starfleet photographer caught a picture of three junior crew members as they listen to a lecture about an ancient form of modern energy, nuclear power.
Because of the sometimes dangerous missions of our starship, Starfleet Command created a shuttle especially for the crew’s children. So instead of being separated from their children for an extended period of time, the parents are able to see their children during breaks in flight operations. The ages of the children range from two days to twenty years old, after the age of twelve, starship teenagers are sent to specialized developmental schools.

Right now, my crew and I are engaged in a secret mission. Apparently, there is a unidentified magnetic force drawing ships into some vortex and bending them through an aging process. Already, three ships have been drawn through this seavine area, and strangely enough the aging process only affects children.

The nursery shuttle has just joined us! Against the orders of the Starfleet, a group of twelve year olds hijacked the shuttle to be with their parents. All the children are now aboard the OREGON STATE.
The children were transferred onto the ship. The magnetism of the vortex began to draw us into its folds. Mr. Spock is, as of yet, unable to identify this phenomena, so its strengths and weaknesses are unknown. The ship is now at warp seven. Mr. Spock warns that if more power is used we could implode.
CAPTAIN'S LOG: A TRAGEDY?
I was unable to avoid the pull of the vortex, already our main power has blown, causing many injuries in the engineering department. The parents are apprehensive about the fate of their children. Almost before their eyes their children will have grown up, and it will be just a short time ago their children were just babies.

Mr. Spock notes that remarkably the children are transformed into full adults, including intellectually.

We are now well into the vortex and the changes have begun.
STATE CREW MEMBERS

John Gremmel

Donny Owens

Chris Snyder

Jay Bowman

Dan Kline

Frank Chapa

Ron Arnold

Mike Kammenzell

Joe Bonner

Tom Garrido

Joe Spear

CAPTAIN'S LOG: VORTEX IS NEUTRALIZED

We made the vortex we were able to change the characteristics of the magnetic matter, rendering it harmless. We, however, were not able to reverse the process of the children.

Now, more than two years have passed since our encounter with the vortex. The children who were transformed into adults, adjusted extremely well to the new environment of their current lives. Some parents still can't believe their children grew up so fast. These new adults have recently finished their starship training and are now commissioned officers.
Kelly Alvey
TBCLD

Ron Arnold
Naval Aviation

Alan Barkman
TBCLD

Joseph Bonner
Surface Warfare

Jay Bowman
Naval Aviation

Eric Carlson
Naval Aviation

Andre Carter
Naval Aviation

Francisco Chapa
TBCLD

Timothy Charlesworth
TBCLD

Bill Chatman
Naval Aviation

Doug Clark
TBCLD

Lyle Clark
The Basic School

*TBCLD: To Be Commissioned at a Later Date
James Day
The Basic School

Ben Estano
Surface Warfare

Thomas Garrido
Naval Aviation

Jon Gerhardt
Naval Aviation

James Grant
Naval Aviation

John Gremmels
Naval Aviation

Eric Hansen
Surface Warfare

Timothy Henning
Submarine Warfare

Gary Hilberg
TBCLD

Larry Hine
TBCLD

Kevin Jasperson
Naval Aviation

Paul Jennings
Naval Aviation

*TBCLD- To Be Commissioned at a Later Date
Kevin Jones
TBCLD

Mike Kammerzell
Naval Aviation

Andy King
Naval Aviation

Dan Kline
Submarine Warfare

Dave Kunzman
The Basic School

Bill McVicker
Naval Aviation

Eric Miller
Submarine Warfare

Donny Owens
Naval Aviation

Martin Pace
Submarine Warfare

Brian Park
TBCLD

Steve Paulus
Surface Warfare

Greg Riehl
Surface Warfare

*TBCLD- To Be Commissioned at a Later Date
We sincerely apologize to Ron Crawford, now a 2ND LT in the US Marine Corps, for not having a commissioning photo printed in the Senior section of this yearbook. 2ND LT Crawford graduated in December of 1986.

* TBCLD - To Be Commissioned at a Later Date

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 1987!!!
THE 1987 COMMISSIONING CEREMONY

JOSEPH SPEAR:
To our son, Joey- We know that this is not the culmination of your career, but only a starting point. We wish you calm seas and smooth sailing along the way. We are very proud of you and all of your accomplishments. We salute you
Love, Mom and Dad.

STEVEN R. PAULUS:
I am very proud of you at this moment. I have been and will always be very proud of you and I love you very much.
Mother

MICHIEL KAMMERZELL:
"Faith is to believe what you cannot see, and the reward of that faith is to see what you have believed." Love, Mom and Dad.

JOHN GREMELS:
Congratulations! You made it! We’re very happy and proud of you. Good Luck!
Dad and Mom

ERIC MILLER
Thanks for being such a terrific son!
Love, Dad

BEN ESTANO:
Congratulations on your success! May you serve our country with pride as you have made us proud.
God Bless You.
Love always, Mom and Dad
BILL MCVICKER:
Congratulations to our ’87 graduate who we have been quite proud of, throughout the years. Best wishes go out to you now, and always, as you enter another field in your career. Good Luck!

Love, Mom and Dad

PAUL JENNINGS:
Congratulations, Paul! We wish you fair weather and calm seas.

Love always, Mom and Dad

CHRISTOPHER SYNDER:
Congratulations, Chris! We’re proud of you.

Love, Mom and Dad
ERIC W. HANSEN:
Though words are inadequate to express our feelings, we want you to know that we are tremendously proud of you. Once again, you have stayed the course - a good job, well done. We wish you fair winds and following seas. Our love will always go with you. Good Luck and God Bless,
Mom, Dad, and Arne

ERIC MILLER:
Good Luck with your mission!

Love, Mom and Dad

PAUL SPILSBURY:
Congratulations, Paul! Your family salutes you. Love from all of us:
Dad, Mom, Kathryn, Tom, Laura, Barbara, Karen, Michael, Nancy, Alan, Marie, and Betty

CITIZENS BANK
MEMBER F.D.I.C.
YOUR HOME-OWNED COMMUNITY BANK serving Corvallis and Philomath, Oregon
CAPTAIN'S LOG: PAO BRIEF

RIPTIDE STAFF

PHOTO CREW

To boldly go where everyone else goes. That is just one of the quests undertaken by two crucial elements of the USS OREGON STATE'S planetary exploration and observation parties. These are the Riptide staff and the PHOTO crew. Along with the captain, first officer, and the two dispensable security guards, these staffs strike out into the great unknown in search of photos and entertaining reading.

In charge of the two ship's newspapers, the Riptide and the Current, is Riptide's CHRISTOPHER WEBSTER. With a staff of witty writers, the "big RED" was able to liven up the publications with editorials and letters to the editor. The BACKWASH, the CURRENT's comic spot, took us to the far side of the USN.

A big part of the newspaper, and this HARPOON, are the pictures taken by the PHOTO CREW. PCC ("G") JOHN HAGERTY turned a record size crew into a group of trained photographers. A common sight at all fleet events is the ever present photographer. Dodging rifles and bugs in parades, squads and platoons in the base Fieldhouse, the PHOTO CREW is always able to return from the observations unscathed and with an ample supply of first-rate photos.

Both of these departments of the USS OREGON STATE'S PUBLIC AFFAIRS' OFFICE have done an extremely incredible job of cover ring every event. The memories of a year in space, live on thanks to the HARPOON, RIPTIDE, and PHOTO CREW.
We salute you on your graduation and welcome you into the United States Navy. You have a challenging and fulfilling career ahead.

As you embark on your career, you'll discover NRA membership can help you meet the challenges that lie ahead in the Navy. NRA News will keep you on top of what's happening in your profession, no matter where your ship takes you. And as your responsibilities grow, you'll find the NRA Group Insurance Program offers valuable protection plans to meet your needs.

To celebrate your graduation, we have a special membership offer for you. If you join the NRA by August 31, 1987, we'll provide you with $10,000 of life insurance protection for one year at no cost to you. You'll get all the benefits of NRA membership, and your family or parents will have the benefit of this added protection.

So, join our ranks today and let us know you are a recent graduate. Write or telephone for membership information:

NAVAL RESERVE ASSOCIATION
1619 King Street • Alexandria, VA 22314 • 703/548-5800
USS STARK CRIPPLED

"CDR. ROBERTSON RETIRES"

"AMERICA REGAINS "

"THE CUP!"

"NEW! RIPTIDE!"

"NROTC GAINS NEW"

"X.O. AND FROSH INSTRUCTOR"

"OSU DOMINATES"

"NROTC '87 NWN!"

"TO LT. LINDSAY: GOOD LUCK!"

"MIDN MIKELSON"

"NCAA CHAMPION"

"S. AFRICA:"

"UNDER PRESSURE"

"MAJOR HENSLEY MOVES ON!"

"HART DERAILED BY BLONDE"
WHAT A YEAR
THERE ARE A LOT OF FACTORS IN MAKING A GOOD YEARBOOK: FIRST, THERE HAS TO BE A HARDWORKING, IMAGINATIVE STAFF; SECOND, THERE MUST BE A LOT OF SUPPORT FROM ALL SIDES OF THE PUBLIC AFFAIRS FENCE; AND LASTLY, THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR, FINANCIAL SUPPORT.

WITHOUT THE NECESSARY FUNDS THE CREATIVE IDEAS FOR A YEARBOOK ARE VERY LIMITED.

I WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE ON BEHALF OF MY STAFF AND THE NAVAL SCIENCE UNIT. FOR WITHOUT THESE PEOPLE, WE WOULD NOT HAVE HAD A YEARBOOK TO REMIND OF US THIS PAST YEAR.

THANK YOU:

Mr. H. Adams
Mr. Bennett
Mr. and Mrs. Carlin
Mr. and Mrs. Chua
Mr. and Mrs. Dianovich
Mr. William Gould
Col. and Mrs. Hill
Mr. and Mrs. Hoffer
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Lagrone
Mr. John McCormick
Mr. and Mrs. Rohrer
Mrs. Lonnie Underhill
Mr. Gail Wilkening
Mr. Howard Zach
Mr. and Mrs. Jennings

Mrs. Shirley Beals
Mr. and Mrs. Braudt
Mr. and Mrs. Carlstrom
Mr. Darnell
Mr. and Mrs. Evans
Mr. and Mrs. Hagerty
Mr. Thomas Himstreet
Mrs. Vesta Hoy
Mr. and Mrs. Kapanoske
Mr. Lamoreaux
Mr. and Mrs. Perkins
Mr. and Mrs. Seifert
Mr. and Mrs. Wilczynski
Mr. and Mrs. Wolf
Mr. Gremmels

THERE ARE TOO MANY OTHER PEOPLE TO THANK TO LIST ON THIS PAGE, SO I WILL SAY A BIG THANK YOU TO ALL WHO HAVE SUPPORTED THIS YEAR'S HARPOON:

THANK YOU!!
Hi! Well, I finally get to talk to you one on one. Yeah, you! Since you’ve gotten this far in the book, you might as well finish up with my "thank goodness" I am finished page. Actually working on this yearbook has been a truly rewarding experience. No, no joke, it has. I have had the opportunity of working with some incredibly creative people, like, Mike Richmond, Mike Farace, Jerry Windle, Dawn Robertson, Kathy Thomas, Thuan Pham, Frank Rendon, Alan Arceneaux, Sherri Howard, Eric Tenbrook, and not to forget, the PAO cohort of our office, Christopher Webster.

I really hope this yearbook has made you form some type of opinion. Whether you liked it or didn’t. Your input in next year’s book is very important. If you like some of the ideas incorporated in this book, drop a line to next year’s editor, Jerry Windle. If you did not enjoy the book (meaning that there weren’t enough pictures of yourself in it) then either join next year’s staff or jump in front of a camera more often. Believe it or not, your opinion is extremely important. So exercise your right to speak. (Can’t you just tell I am a Poli. Sci. major?).

Since this is the editor’s page by rights, I’d like to thank some very important people who helped me survive the stress of missed deadlines and other setbacks: Lori Morrow, who although is not a part of this unit officially, joined the staff winter term. Her yearbook experience, creative ideas, and great personality has made her invaluable to me; Chris Webster, thanks a lot, I am going to miss the rides to LBCC, just ‘cause of the great paper/your haircut combination; Dawn Robertson, hey s . . . d, you were priceless; not to forget my mom (Hi Mom!); and last but not least, Patricia Day, Thanks a Lot, Buddy!

JENNY SOTO
HARPOON EDITOR